Blue Two™ series
BonnieRobin Mariela Watau
In the spirit of The Goal by Eli Goldratt and The
Deadline by Peter DeMarco, the Blue Two™ series is a
collection of “business fables” that teaches in narrative
format. By immersing readers as participants in the
day-to-day lives of the characters, learning takes place
transparently and organically, just as in real life.

A Romance of Character
Vol I: A Face on the Platform
Vol II: Capture the Flag!
Blue Two™: A Romance of Character
$47 USD
$46 CAD

ISBN:

978-1-936248-04-9, (2 volume set)

ISBN:

978-1-936248-05-6

£29 GBP रु 2,435 INR $46 AUD
€36 EUR 165 lei RON $57 NZD

BonnieRobin has crafted literally hundreds of teachable
moments into a compelling narrative with a specific
purpose: evangelizing the eternal message that love is
essential for communication. Not just between spouses
but everyone you and I encounter everyday. Be they
butcher, baker or satellite maker, people have to trust
us to tell us what we need to hear rather than what they
think we want to hear.
In her first “business fable” involving intrigue,
international travel and high tech, the romance
blossoms like flowers after a spring rain. Boy meets
girl. Sports, cooking & music, who could ask for
anything more? After a profoundly transformative
week on a Caribbean island, Patricia realizes
Courtney is a “man out of time” destined to fulfill her
deepest longings to not merely survive the
competitive world of international business, but to
thrive in the world they co-create at work, at play
and at home.

A Face on the Platform: Vol I
$24 USD
$23 CAD
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£14 GBP
€18 EUR

रु 1,193 INR
81 lei RON

$23 AUD
$28 NZD

6 x 9, 396 pages, paper

The Adventure continues…
Vol II: Capture the Flag
Throw in a National Forest and a Scout Troop to
complete an immersive experience where readers
become participants, “having so much fun they don't
realize they're learning!”
The chapter summaries feature thought provoking
recaps, as one more arrow in the quiver to open minds
to new ways of seeing. The most effective companies are
always people-driven. Inspired technology leverages
people's ability to share the care.

Capture the Flag!: Vol II
$23 USD
$23 CAD

£14 GBP
€18 EUR

रु 1,193 INR
81 lei RON

ISBN:

$23 AUD
$28 NZD

978-1-936248-06-3

6 x 9, 246 pages, paper

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

BonnieRobin Mariela Watau vibrantly captures the
spirit of today's woman: intelligent, articulate,
capable–and faithful. As a global thinker, Bonnie
thrives in bridging differences in cultures,
demographics and values, bringing timeless clarity to
fast-paced, high-performance environments. Mrs.
Watau delights in spending the best part of her days
with her husband Stanley and their two standard
poodles Ridley and Scott. As avid travelers with a home
base in Lost Pines, Texas, they enjoy seasons in New
England and retreats in Malta.
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If solving complex-compound problems so they stay solved fascinates you, let’s talk.
Interesting things happen when talented people work together.
systhink@systemkey.net
+1-866-288-0530 North America
+1-847-227-3006 International
@systhink or @systemkey
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